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Tong Yanrunan

2017 Portrait Creation Tour: Profiling the World

About the artist

 Associate Professor and PhD at China Academy of Art, Master
students supervisor;

 Researcher in the Center of Art and Phenomenology Research at
CAA;

 Art director of the G20 Hangzhou Summit main venue in 2016 (It
was the first time when contemporary art have been
incorporated into the national ceremonial space. The result has
received the highest evaluation from Chairman Xi and from the
provincial government , their evaluation: “Excellent work
without defects”. Tong Yanrunan received the Summit
Advanced Individual achievement and Outstanding Contribution
Award);

 Art director of the BRICS Summit main venue in Xiamen in 2017;
 Deputy Director of the China Interior Decoration Association;
 Vice President of Zhejiang Sculpture Institute;
 From childhood began learning painting and calligraphy. He was

studying Chinese painting with Mr. Li Keran, calligraphy with Mr.
Ouyang Zhongshi, oil painting with Mr. Si Tuli and Mr. Xu Jiang;

 Tong Yanrunan devoted the last 19 years to creation oil painting
portraits, hundreds of celebrities have been painted during face
to face painting sessions, which is unique experience in this field
of contemporary art in the world;
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 More than 10 solo exhibitions have been staged in different
countries and in different museums, including the Bonn
Contemporary museum, Milan Art and Technology Museum,
Osage Gallery in Singapore, Today Art Museum;

 He participated in more than a hundred group exhibitions held in
Le Grand Palais，Metropolitan Museum of Art, National Museum
of China, National Museum of Mongolia, National Museum of
the Philippines;

 His paintings have been collected by individuals and Museums
such as the Museum of Modern Art in Moscow, Solomon R.
Guggenheim Foundation, The National Art Museum of China，
China Arts Museum, etc.;

 He has planned numerous academic exhibitions, published six
individual albums, essays, dozens of course books and completed
a number of national projects;

 Tong Yanrunan is a participant of the Charity Federation and
charitable activities;

 In recent years, Tong Yanrunan have explored the source of
Chinese culture and art in the way of contemporary activation.
Tong Yanrunan Studioare planning series of exhibitions and
projects with the large-scale research and promotion in the
sense of national cultural strategy. With the goal to involve
interdisciplinary scholars in plastic arts, design, art theory and
cultural industry.
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Statement/Artist’s Key concepts
1. A deeper appreciation of the Traditional Chinese Culture
Labeled as "Chinese Elements": Balance, Complete, Introspective
and Regenerative Chinese Landscape Spirit.

2. Reflection on Modern Art
 Beauty versus Great Beauty;
 Narrative versus Non-action or non-doing: remove the Role of

Portraiture in Art History;
 Expressive versus non-expressive: remove the main expression.

3. Beyond Contemporary Art
 Innovation versus The invariable;

I have chosen the same theme, same size of 41cm * 33cm, the
flatpainting background and the invariable style for over 19 years
to devote myself to portrait art creation.

 Fragments versus Integration
Pertinence of the criticism versus overall beyond the
self-awareness

 Virtual versus Real
The Internet versus face to face

 Validity versus meaningless purpose
 Ultimate → Doctrine of the Meaning/ Purpose less meaning;

Melt away the alienation of the Contemporary art and restore its
driving force

4. Great influences on urban culture
Create the method of investigation of city's famous people，
which is the special case of Chinese and Western cultural
exchange.
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Through the painting，the life will get the

intrinsictranscendence of the awakening of the

integrity

童雁汝南 Tong Yanrunan 2013

Many of the so-called “ Chinese elements ” in China’s
contemporary art are always the products that seek the refuge in the
roof of the western culture, which are label products without any
transcendence characters of culture. China rearranged the process of
western art history in a fast speed. The tradition of us has also been
separated, which in fact is a general rootless phenomenon in China’s
contemporary art. We have a prosperous surface, but in fact we
didn’t grow stronger, instead we formed the deformity because of
the excessive incretion, and we can’t give up the medicine that we
relied upon. The crisis in the globalization, the nihilism after the
carnival of the general public and the blast of lives after the tool and
ration. When the western contemporary art has no way to go, where
will China’s art go to?

The Chinese contemporary art should first think and date back
to its root. The so-called returning back is not the borrowing in the
formation or the restoration of the carrier, but the inheritance of the
art spirit and the thought of the inner reflection.

The art spirit of China can be dated back to Laozi and Zhuangzi.
Seen from the status of life of them after the practices of Taoism, it is
just the state that a great artist should achieve in his art
accomplishment. Though they were not intentionally to be artistic,
but it just naturally belongs to the contemporary art spirit.( This must
get rid of the physical desire and the so-called analyzed knowledge
activity.

The Chinese artists worship money without beliefs, and it is time
to let the Chinese art has a thorough change. The true art, is both the
“ the creation of humanity” and “ the need of humanity”. This
can also be a way of redemption, to solve the conflict of human
beings themselves, which has both the meaning of current times and
future. The most profound requirements of human beings toward
religion have all been solved and reached the highest meeting point
of religion. The true art spirit of China, in fact is the transcendence of
the source of the society in the heart and gender of human beings ,
and it has grasped the free liberalization of spirit. This kind of spirit is
a kind of balanced, introspective, conscious, reproductive ,infinite
and full awakening of the integrity.

Prince Huei's Cook was Cutting up a Bullock , is to find the
freedom in refined character, to find Tao in technique ,to eradicate
the contradiction between the “ things and I” and the distance
between the“heart and hand”,( this can escape the realization of the
truth and the meditation, also the formation and the space) so as to
acquire the sense of achievement through the liberalization of
technology, and become the spirit of pure art spirit.
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The portrait here is different from the portrait painting in art
history. After eradicating the illustrative and expressive character, all
the faces that have different characters can be integrated into the
united random spirit of landscape. Every face will reconstruct a new
world. In the past fifteen years, I realized the“Tao” of landscape
everyday, just like practicing“Taoism”.

Through the painting, the life will get the intrinsic
transcendence of the awakening of the integrity.
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Artworks
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Jurgen Nimptsch, Mayor of Bonn.
41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Marianne Pitzen, the current director of Bonn Women's Museum.
41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Burkhard Driest. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas Stephan Repges. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Colmar Schulte-Goltz
41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Erwin WImmers Ronald Friese Peter Schmitz (all 41x33 cm, oil on canvas)
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张仲明 Zhang Zhongming. 322x46cm.2013-2015. Oil on canvas
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Silk Road Friends. 286.5x263.5cm.1997-2016
Oil on canvas
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Dorothea Paschen. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas Gusia Hostert. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Hristione Gerick. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas Wendy Hack. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Caspar David Friedrich, 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas Albrecht Durer. 41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Willy Dormagen
41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Stephan Repges
41x33 cm, Oil on canvas
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Work and exhibitions
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Solo exhibition at TODAY ART MUSEUM 今日美术馆
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Solo exhibition at TODAY ART MUSEUM 今日美术馆
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Face to Face: Tong Yanrunan European Exhibition at Bonn Contemporary Art Gallery

Solo exhibition at Shanghai Museum of Art 上海美术馆
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The Living Buddha of Rongwo Monastery
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Former Prime Minister of Belgium Mark Eyskens
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Guests of honor to the seminar devoted to Mr. Tong Solo exhibition titled The
Subtlety, Tong Yanrunan’s Oil Paintings 1998-2013 at the No. 1 Gallery of Today
Art Museum. Nov. 2013


